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Abstract. Kernel P systems integrate in a coherent and elegant manner many of the fea-
tures of different P system variants, successfully used for modelling various applications. In
this paper, we present our initial attempt to extend the software framework developed to
support kernel P systems: a formal verification tool based on the NuSMV model checker
and a large scale simulation environment based on FLAME. The use of these two tools for
modelling and analysis of biological systems is illustrated with a synthetic biology example.

1 Introduction

Membrane computing [16] is a branch of natural computing inspired by the hierarchical structure
of living cells. The central model, called P systems, consists of a membrane structure, the regions
of which contain rewriting rules operating on multisets of objects [16]. P systems evolve by re-
peatedly applying rules, mimicking chemical reactions and transportation across membranes or
cellular division or death processes, and halt when no more rules can be applied. The most recent
developments in this field are reported in [17].

The origins of P systems make it highly suited as a formalism for representing biological systems,
especially (multi-)cellular systems and molecular interactions taking place in different locations of
living cells [7]. Different simple molecular interactions or more complex gene expressions, com-
partment translocation, as well as cell division and death are specified using multiset rewriting
or communication rules, and compartment division or dissolution rules. In the case of stochastic
P systems, constants are associated with rules in order to compute their probabilities and time
needed to be applied, respectively, according to the Gillespie algorithm [18]. This approach is based
on a Monte Carlo algorithm for the stochastic simulation of molecular interactions taking place
inside a single volume or across multiple compartments.

The recently introduced class of kernel P (kP) systems [8] integrates in a coherent and elegant
manner many of the features of different P system variants, successfully used for modelling various
applications. The kP model is supported by a modelling language, called kP-Lingua, capable of
mapping a kernel P system specification into a machine readable representation. Furthermore, the
KPWorkbench framework that allows simulation and formal verification of the obtained models
using the model checker Spin was presented in a recent paper [5].

In this paper, we present two new extensions to KPWorkbench: a formal verification tool
based on the NuSMV model checker [4] and a large scale simulation environment using FLAME
(Flexible Large-Scale Agent Modelling Environment) [6], a platform for agent-based modelling on
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parallel architectures, successfully used in various applications ranging from biology to macroeco-
nomics. The use of these two tools for modelling and analysis of biological systems is illustrated
with a synthetic biology case study, the pulse generator.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 defines the formalisms used in the paper, stochastic
and kernel P systems as well as stream X-machines and communicating stream X-machine systems,
which are the basis of the FLAME platform. Section 3 presents an overview on the kP-lingua
language and the simulation and model checking tools. The case study and the corresponding
experiments are presented in Section 4 and 5, respectively, while conclusions are drawn in Section
6.

2 Basic definitions

2.1 Stochastic and kernel P systems

Two classes of P systems, used in this paper, will be now introduced. The first model is a stochastic
P system with its components distributed across a lattice, called lattice population P systems [18,
3], which have been applied to some unconventional models e.g. the genetic Boolean gates [13, 12,
19]. For the purpose of this paper we will consider stochastic P systems with only one compartment
and the lattice will be regarded as a tissue with some communication rules defined in accordance
to its structure.

Definition 1. A stochastic P system (SP system) with one compartment is a tuple:

SP = (O,M,R) (1)

where O is a finite set of objects, called alphabet; M is the finite initial multiset of objects of the
compartment, an element of O∗; R is a set of multiset rewriting rules, of the form rk : x

ck→ y,
where x, y are multisets of objects over O (y might be empty), representing the molecular species
consumed (x) and produced (y).

We consider a finite set of labels, L, and a population of SP systems indexed by this family, SPh,
h ∈ L. A lattice, denoted by Lat, is a bi-dimensional finite array of coordinates, (a, b), with a and
b positive integer numbers. Now we can define a lattice population P system, by slightly changing
the definition provided in [3].

Definition 2. A lattice population P system (LPP system) is a tuple

LPP = (Lat, (SPh)h∈L, Pos, Tr) (2)

where Lat, SPh and L are as above and Pos : Lat → {SPh|h ∈ L} is a function associating to
each coordinate of Lat a certain SP system from the given population of SP systems. Tr is a set of
translocation rules of the form rk : [x]h1

ck→ [x]h2
, where h1, h2 ∈ L; this means that the multiset

x from the SP system SPh1, at a certain position in Lat, will move to any of the neighbours (east,
west, south, north) in Lat that contains an SP system SPh2

.

The stochastic constant ck, that appears in both definitions above, is used by Gillespie algorithm
[9] to compute the next rule to be applied in the system.

One can see the lattice as a tissue system and the SP systems as nodes of it with some com-
munication rules defined according to the neighbours and also to what they consist of.

Another class of P systems, called kernel P systems, has been introduced as a unifying
framework allowing to express within the same formalism many classes of P systems [8, 5].
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Definition 3. A kernel P system (kP system) of degree n is a tuple

kΠ = (O,µ,C1, . . . , Cn, i0) (3)

where O is a finite set of objects, called alphabet; µ defines the membrane structure, which is a
graph, (V,E), where V are vertices indicating compartments, and E edges; Ci = (ti, wi), 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
is a compartment of the system consisting of a compartment type from T and an initial multiset,
wi over O; i0 is the output compartment where the result is obtained (this will not be used in the
paper).

Definition 4. T is a set of compartment types, T = {t1, . . . , ts}, where ti = (Ri, σi), 1 ≤ i ≤ s,
consists of a set of rules, Ri, and an execution strategy, σi, defined over Lab(Ri), the labels of the
rules of Ri.

In this paper we will use only one execution strategy, corresponding to the execution of a rule in
each compartment, if possible. For this reason the execution strategy will be no longer mentioned
in the further definition of the systems. The rules utilised in the paper are defined below.

Definition 5. A rewriting and communication rule, from a set of rules, Ri, 1 ≤ i ≤ s, used in
a compartment Cli = (tli , wli), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, has the form x → y {g}, where x ∈ O+ and y has
the form y = (a1, t1) . . . (ah, th), h ≥ 0, aj ∈ O and tj indicates a compartment type from T –
see Definition 3 – with instance compartments linked to the current compartment, Cli ; tj might
indicate the type of the current compartment, i.e., tli – in this case it is ignored; if a link does not
exist (the two compartments are not in E) then the rule is not applied; if a target, tj, refers to
a compartment type that has more than one instance connected to Cli , then one of them will be
non-deterministically chosen.

The definition of a rule from Ri, 1 ≤ i ≤ s, is more general than the form provided above,
see [8, 5], but in this paper we only use the current form. The guards, denoted by g, are Boolean
conditions and their format will be discussed latter on. The guard must be true when a rule is
applied.

2.2 X-machines and communicating stream X-machine systems

We now introduce the concepts of stream X-machine and communicating stream X-machine and
also discuss how these are implemented in Flame [6]. The definitions are largely from [11].

A stream X-machine is like a finite automaton in which the transitions are labelled by (partial)
functions (called processing functions) instead of mere symbols. The machine has a memory (that
represents the domain of the variables of the system to be modelled) and each processing function
will read an input symbol, discard it and produce an output symbol while (possibly) changing the
value of the memory.

Definition 6. A Stream X-Machine (SXM for short) is a tuple
Z = (Σ,Γ,Q,M,Φ, F, I, T,m0), where:

– Σ and Γ are finite sets called the input alphabet and output alphabet respectively;
– Q is the finite set of states;
– M is a (possibly) infinite set called memory;
– Φ is the type of Z, a finite set of function symbols. A basic processing function φ : M ×Σ −→
Γ ×M is associated with each function symbol φ.

– F is the (partial) next state function, F : Q × Φ 7→ 2Q. As for finite automata, F is usually
described by a state-transition diagram.

– I and T are the sets of initial and terminal states respectively, I ⊆ Q,T ⊆ Q;
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– m0 is the initial memory value, where m0 ∈M ;
– all the above sets, i.e., Σ, Γ , Q, M , Φ, F , I, T , are non-empty.

A configuration of a SXM is a tuple (m, q, s, g), where m ∈M, q ∈ Q, s ∈ Σ∗, g ∈ Γ ∗. An initial
configuration will have the form (m0, q0, s, ε), where m0 is as in Definition 6, q0 ∈ I is an initial
state, and ε is the empty word. A final configuration will have the form (m, qf , ε, g), where qf ∈ T
is a terminal state. A change of configuration, denoted by `, (m, q, s, g) ` (m′, q′, s′, g′), is possible
if s = σs′ with σ ∈ Σ, g′ = gγ with γ ∈ Γ and there exists φ ∈ Φ such that q′ ∈ F (q, φ) and
φ(m,σ) = (γ,m′). A change of configuration is called a transition of a SXM. We denote by `∗ the
reflexive and transitive closure of ` .

A number of communicating SXMs variants have been defined in the literature. In what follows
we will be presenting the communicating SXM model as defined in [11] since this is the closest to
the model used in the implementation of Flame [6] (there are however, a few differences that will
be discussed later). The model defined in [11] appears to be also the most natural of the existing
models of communicating SXMs since each communicating SXM is a standard SXM as defined by
Definition 6. In this model, each communicating SXM has only one (global) input stream of inputs
and one (global) stream of outputs. Depending on the value of the output produced by a commu-
nicating SXM, this is placed in the global output stream or is processed by a SXM component. For
a more detailed discussion about the differences between various models of communicating SXMs
see [15].

The following definitions are largely from [11].

Definition 7. A Communicating Stream X-Machine System (CSXMS for short) with n compo-
nents is a tuple Sn = ((Zi)1≤i≤n, E), where:

– Zi = (Σi, Γi, Qi,Mi, Φi, Fi, Ii, Ti,mi,0) is the SXM with number i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
– E = (eij)1≤i,j≤n is a matrix of order n× n with eij ∈ {0, 1} for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i 6= j and eii = 0

for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

A CSXMS works as follows:

– Each individual Communicating SXM (CSXM for short) is a SXM plus an implicit input queue
(i.e., of FIFO (first-in and first-out) structure) of infinite length; the CSXM only consumes the
inputs from the queue.

– An input symbol σ received from the external environment (of FIFO structure) will go to
the input queue of a CSXM, say Zj , provided that it is contained in the input alphabet of
Zj . If more than one such Zj exist, then σ will enter the input queue of one of these in a
non-deterministic fashion.

– Each pair of CSXMs, say Zi and Zj , have two FIFO channels for communication; each channel
is designed for one direction of communication. The communication channel from Zi to Zj is
enabled if eij = 1 and disabled otherwise.

– An output symbol γ produced by a CSXM, say Zi, will pass to the input queue of another
CSXM, say Zj , providing that the communication channel from Zi to Zj is enabled, i.e. eij = 1,
and it is included in the input alphabet of Zj , i.e. γ ∈ Σj . If these conditions are met by more
than one such Zj , then γ will enter the input queue of one of these in a non-deterministic
fashion. If no such Zj exists, then γ will go to the output environment (of FIFO structure).

– A CSXMS will receive from the external environment a sequence of inputs s ∈ Σ∗ and will
send to the output environment a sequence of outputs g ∈ Γ ∗, where Σ = Σ1 ∪ · · · ∪ Σn,
Γ = (Γ1 \ In1) ∪ · · · ∪ (Γn \ Inn), with Ini = ∪k∈KiΣk, and Ki = {k | 1 ≤ k ≤ n, eik = 1}, for
1 ≤ i ≤ n.

A configuration of a CSXMS Sn has the form z = (z1, . . . , zn, s, g), where:
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– zi = (mi, qi, αi, γi), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where mi ∈Mi is the current value of the memory of Zi, qi ∈ Qi

is the current state of Zi, αi ∈ Σ∗i is the current contents of the input queue and γi ∈ Γ ∗i is
the current contents of the output of Zi;

– s is the current value of the input sequence;
– g is the current value of the output sequence.

An initial configuration has the form z0 = (z1,0, . . . , zn,0, s, ε), where zi,0 = (mi,0, qi,0, ε, ε), with qi,0 ∈
Ii.A final configuration has the form zf = (z1,f , . . . , zn,f , ε, g), where zi,f = (mi, qi,f , αi, γi), with qi,f ∈
Ti.

A change of configuration happens when at least one of the X-machines changes its configura-
tion, i.e., a processing function is applied. More formally, a change of configuration of a CSXMS
Sn, denoted by |=,

z = (z1, . . . , zn, s, g) |= z′ = (z′1, . . . , z
′
n, s
′, g′),

with zi = (mi, qi, αi, γi) and z′i = (m′i, q
′
i, α
′
i, γ
′
i), is possible if one of the following is true for some

i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n:

1. (m′i, q
′
i, α
′
i, γ
′
i) = (mi, qi, αiσ, ε), with σ ∈ Σi; z

′
k = zk for k 6= i; s = σs′, g′ = g;

2. (mi, qi, σαi, γi) ` (m′i, q
′
i, α
′
i, γ) with σ ∈ Σi, γ ∈ (Γi \ Ini); z

′
k = zk for k 6= i; s′ = s, g′ = gγ;

3. (mi, qi, σαi, γi) ` (m′i, q
′
i, α
′
i, γ) with σ ∈ Σi ∪ {ε}, γ ∈ (Γi ∩Σj)∪ {ε} for some j 6= i such that

eij = 1; (m′j , q
′
j , α
′
j , γ
′
j) = (mj , qj , αjγ, ε); z

′
k = zk for k 6= i and k 6= j; s′ = s, g′ = g;

A change of configuration is called a transition of a CSXMS. We denote by |=∗ the reflexive and
transitive closure of |= .

The correspondence between the input sequence applied to the system and the output sequence
produced gives rise to the relation computed by the system, fSn . More formally, fSn : Σ ←→ Γ is
defined by: s fSn

g if there exists z0 = (z1,0, . . . , zn,0, s, ε) and zf = (z1,f , . . . , zn,f , ε, g) an initial
and final configuration, respectively, such that z0 |=∗ zf and there is no other configuration z such
that zf |= z.

In [15] it is shown that for any kP system, kΠ, of degree n, kΠ = (O,µ,C1, . . . , Cn, i0), using
only rewriting and communication rules, there is a communicating stream X-machine system,
Sn+1 = ((Zi,ti)1≤i≤n, Zn+1, E

′) with n+ 1 components such that, for any multiset w computed by
kΠ, there is a complete sequence of transitions in Sn+1 leading to s(w), the sequence corresponding
to w. The first n CSXM components simulate the behaviour of the compartment Ci and the (n+1)th
component Zn+1 helps synchronising the other n CSXMs. The matrix E′ = (e′i,j)1≤i,j≤n+1 is
defined by: e′i,j = 1, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, iff there is an edge between i and j in the membrane structure
of kΠ and e′i,n+1 = e′n+1,i = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n (i.e., there are connections between any of the first n
CSXMs and Zn+1, and vice-versa). Only one input symbol σ0 is used; this goes into the input
queue of Zn+1, which, in turn, sends [σ0, i] to each CSXM Zi and so initializes their computation,
by processing the strings corresponding to their initial multisets. Each computation step in kΠ is
reproduced by a number of transitions in Sn+1. Finally, when the kP system stops the computation,
and the multiset w is obtained in Ci0 , then Sn+1 moves to a final state and the result is sent out
as an output sequence, s(w).

We now briefly discuss the implementation of CSXMSs in Flame. Basically, there are two
restrictions that the Flame implementation places on CSXMSs: (i) the associated FA of each
CSXM has no loops; and (ii) the CSXMSs receive no inputs from the environment, i.e., the inputs
received are either empty inputs or outputs produced (in the previous computation step) by CSXM
components of the system. As explained above, a kP system is transformed into a communicating
X-machine system by constructing, for each membrane, a communicating X-machine that simulates
its behaviour; an additional X-machine, used for the synchronization of the others, is also used.
In Flame, however, the additional X-machine is no longer needed since the synchronization is
achieved through message passing - for more details see Section 3.1 and Appendix.
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3 Tools used for kP system models

The kP system models are specified using a machine readable representation, called kP–Lingua
[5]. A slightly modified version of an example from [5] is presented below, showing how various kP
systems concepts are represented in kP–Lingua.

Example 1. A type definition in kP–Lingua.

type C1 {

choice {

> 2b : 2b -> b, a(C2) .

b -> 2b .

}

}

type C2 {

choice {

a -> a, {b, 2c}(C1) .

}

}

m1 {2x, b} (C1) - m2 {x} (C2) .

Example 1 shows two compartment types, C1, C2, with corresponding instances m1, m2, respectively.
The instance m1 starts with the initial multiset 2x, b and m2 with an x. The rules of C1 are selected
non-deterministically, only one at a time. The first rule is executed only when its guard is true,
i.e., only when the current multiset has at least three b’s. This rule also sends an a to the instance
of the type C2 linked to it. In C2, there is only a rule which is executed only when there is an a in
the compartment.

The specifications written in kP–Lingua can be simulated and formally verified using a model
checker called Spin. In this paper, we show two further extensions, another verification mechanism
based on the NuSMV model checker [4] and a large scale simulation environment using Flame
[6]. These two tools are are integrated into KPWorkbench, which can be downloaded from the
KPWorkbench web page [14].

3.1 Simulation

The ability of simulating kernel P systems is one important aspect provided by a set of tools
supporting this formalism. Currently, there are two different simulation approaches (a performance
comparison can be found in [1]). Both receive as input a kP–Lingua model and outputs a trace
of the execution, which is mainly used for checking the evolution of a system and for extracting
various results out of the simulation.

KPWorkbench Simulator. KPWorkbench contains a simulator for kP system models and
is written in the C# language. The simulator is a command line tool, providing a means for
configuring the traces of execution for the given model, allowing the user to explicitly define the
granularity of the output information by setting the values for a concrete set of parameters:

– Steps - a positive integer value for specifying the maximum number of steps the simulation
will run for. If omitted, it defaults to 10.

– SkipSteps - a positive integer value representing the number of steps to skip the output gen-
eration. By using this parameter, the simulation trace will be generated from the step next to
the currently specified one, onward. If not set, the default value is 0.
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– RecordRuleSelection - defaulting to true, takes a boolean value on which to decide if the rule
selection mechanism defined by the execution strategy will be generated into the output trace.

– RecordTargetSelection - if true (which is also the default value), traces the resolution of the
communicating rules, outputting the non-deterministically selected membrane of a specified
type to send the objects to.

– RecordInstanceCreation - defaulting to true, specifies if the membrane creation processes should
be recorded into the output simulation trace.

– RecordConfigurations - if true (being also the default setting), generates as output, at the end
of a step, the multiset of objects corresponding to each existing membrane.

– ConfigurationsOnly - having precedence over the other boolean parameters, sets the value
of the above flags to false, except the one of the RecordConfigurations, causing the multiset
configuration for each of the existing membranes to be the only output into the simulation
trance. The default value is false.

FLAME-based Simulator. The agent-based modeling framework Flame can be used to simu-
late kP–Lingua specifications. One of the main advantages of this approach is the high scalability
degree and efficiency for simulating large scale models.

A general Flame simulation requires the provision of a model for specifying the agents repre-
senting the definitions of communicating X-machines, whose behaviour is to be simulated, together
with the input data representing the initial values of the memory for the generated X-machines.
The model specification is composed of an xml file defining the structure of the agents, while their
behaviour is provided as a set of functions in the C programming language.

In order to be able to simulate kernel P system models using the Flame framework, an au-
tomated model translation has been implemented for converting the kP–Lingua specification into
the above mentioned formats. Thus, the various compartments defined into the kP-Lingua model
are translated into agent definitions, while the rule execution strategies corresponds to the transi-
tions describing the behaviour of the agents. More specifically, each membrane of the kP system
is represented by an agent. The rules are stored together with the membrane multiset as agent
data. For each type of membrane from the kP system, a type of agent is defined, and for each
execution strategy of the membrane, states are created in the X-machine. Transitions between the
two states are represented by C functions that are executed in Flame when passing from one state
to another. Each type of strategy defines a specific function that applies the rules according to the
execution strategy. A detailed description of the algorithm for translating a kP system into Flame
is given in the Appendix.

Each step of the simulation process modifies the memory of the agents, generating at the same
time output xml files representing the configuration of the corresponding membranes at the end of
the steps. The granularity level of the information defining the simulation traces is adjustable by
providing a set of concrete parameters for the input data set.

3.2 Model Checking

KPWorkbench already integrates the Spin model checker [10]. A more detailed account can be
found in [5]. In this paper, we also integrate the NuSMV model checker [4] to the KPWorkbench
platform to be able to verify branching-time semantics. NuSMV is designed to verify synchronous
and asynchronous systems. Its high-level modelling language is based on Finite State Machines
(FSM) and allows the description of systems in a modular and hierarchical manner. NuSMV
supports the analysis of specification expressed in Linear-time Temporal Logic (LTL) and Compu-
tation Tree Logic (CTL). NuSMV employs symbolic methods, allowing a compact representation
of the state space to increase the efficiency and performance. The tool also permits conducting
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(a) Sender cell. (b) Pulsing cell.

Fig. 1: Two cell types of the pulse generator system (taken from [3]).

simulation experiments over the provided FSM model by generating traces either interactively or
randomly.

We note that the NuSMV tool is currently considered for a restricted subset of the kP-Lingua
language, and we only consider one execution strategy, nondeterministic choice.

4 Case study: Pulse Generator

The pulse generator [2] is a synthetic biology system, which was analysed stochastically in [3, 13].
It is composed of two types of bacterial strains: sender and pulsing cells (see Figure 1). The sender
cells produce a signal (3OC6-HSL) and propagates it through the pulsing cells, which express the
green fluorescent protein (GFP) upon sensing the signal. The excess of the signalling molecules are
propagated to the neighbouring cells.

Sender cells synthesize the signalling molecule 3OC6-HSL (AHL) through the enzyme LuxI, ex-
pressed under the constitutive expression of the promoter PLtetO1. Pulsing cells express GFP under
the regulation of the PluxPR promoter, activated by the LuxR 3OC6 2 complex. The LuxR protein
is expressed under the control of the PluxL promoter. The GFP production is repressed by the
transcription factor CI, codified under the regulation of the promoter PluxR that is activated upon
binding of the transcription factor LuxR 3OC6 2.

4.1 Stochastic model

The formal model consists of two bacterial strains, each one is represented by an SP system model.
So, L = {sender, pulsing}, describes these two labels and accordingly:

SPh = (Oh,Mh, Rh), h ∈ L (4)

where
Osender = {PLtetO1 geneLuxI, proteinLuxI, proteinLuxI Rib, rnaLuxI,

rnaLuxI RNAP, signal3OC6}

Msender = PLtetO1 geneLuxI
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Rsender = {r1 : PLtetO1 geneLuxI
k1→ PLtetO1 geneLuxI + rnaLuxI RNAP k1 = 0.1,

r2 : rnaLuxI RNAP
k2→ rnaLuxI k2 = 3.36,

r3 : rnaLuxI
k3→ rnaLuxI + proteinLuxI Rib k3 = 0.0667,

r4 : rnaLuxI
k4→ k4 = 0.004,

r5 : proteinLuxI Rib
k5→ proteinLuxI k5 = 3.78,

r6 : proteinLuxI
k6→ k6 = 0.067,

r7 : proteinLuxI
k7→ proteinLuxI + signal3OC6 k7 = 5}

and

Opulsing = {CI2, LuxR2, PluxL geneLuxR, PluxPR CI2 geneGFP,
PluxPR LuxR2 CI2 geneGFP, PluxPR LuxR2 geneGFP, PluxPR geneGFP,
PluxR LuxR2 geneCI, PluxR geneCI, proteinCI, proteinCI Rib, proteinGFP,
proteinGFP Rib, proteinLuxR, proteinLuxR 3OC6, proteinLuxR Rib, rnaCI,
rnaCI RNAP, rnaGFP, rnaGFP RNAP, rnaLuxR, rnaLuxR RNAP, signal3OC6}

Mpulsing = PluxL geneLuxR, PluxR geneCI, PluxPR geneGFP.

The set of rules (Rpulsing) is presented in Table 6 (Appendix).
The translocation rules are:

Tr = {r1 : [signal3OC6]sender
k1→ [signal3OC6]pulsing k1 = 1.0,

r2 : [signal3OC6]sender
k2→ [signal3OC6]sender k2 = 1.0,

r3 : [signal3OC6]pulsing
k3→ [signal3OC6]pulsing k3 = 1.0}.

The lattice, given by Lat, is an array with n rows and m columns of coordinates (a, b), where
0 ≤ a ≤ n − 1 and 0 ≤ b ≤ m − 1. The values n and m will be specified for various experiments
conducted in this paper. If we assume that the first column is associated with sender SP systems
and the rest with pulsing systems, we formally express this as follows: Pos(a, 0) = SPsender,
0 ≤ a ≤ n− 1, and Pos(a, b) = SPpulsing, 0 ≤ a ≤ n− 1 and 1 ≤ b ≤ m− 1.

4.2 Nondeterministic model

Non-deterministic models are used for qualitative analysis. They are useful for detecting the exis-
tence of molecular species rather than for measuring their concentration. A typical non-deterministic
model can be obtained from a stochastic model by removing the kinetics constants.

More precisely, one can define two types corresponding to the two bacterial strains in accordance
with Definition 4, namely T = {sender, pulsing}, and the corresponding rule sets, R′sender and
R′pulsing. The rules from R′sender are obtained from Rsender and r1, r2 ∈ Tr, and those from
R′pulsing are obtained from Rpulsing and r3 ∈ Tr, by removing the kinetic rates. For each rule

from the set Tr, namely rk : [x]h1

ck→ [x]h2
, the corresponding rule of the kP system will be

rk : x → x(t), where t ∈ T . The execution strategies are those described in the associated
definitions of the kP systems.

The kP system with n×m components is given, in accordance with Definition 3, by the graph
with vertices Ca,b = (ta,b, wa,b), where ta,b ∈ T and wa,b is the initial multiset, 0 ≤ a ≤ n − 1,
0 ≤ b ≤ m − 1; and edges where each component Ca,b, with 0 ≤ a ≤ n − 1, 0 ≤ b ≤ m − 2, is
connected to its east neighbor, Ca,b+1, and each component Ca,b, with 0 ≤ a ≤ n−2, 0 ≤ b ≤ m−1
is connected to the south neighbor, Ca+1,b. The types of these components are ta,0 = sender,
0 ≤ a ≤ n − 1, and ta,b = pulsing, 0 ≤ a ≤ n − 1 and 1 ≤ b ≤ m − 1. The initial multisets are
wa,0 = Msender, 0 ≤ a ≤ n− 1, and wa,b = Mpulsing, 0 ≤ a ≤ n− 1 and 1 ≤ b ≤ m− 1.
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So, one can observe the similitude between the lattice and function Pos underlying the definition
of the LPP system and the graph and the types associated with the kP system.

4.3 Nondeterministic simplified model

In order to relieve the state explosion problem, models can also be simplified by replacing a long
chain of reactions by a simpler rule set which will capture the starting and ending parts of this chain,
and hence eliminating species that do not appear in the new rule set. With this transformation we
achieve a simplification of the state space, but also of the number of transitions associated with
the model.

The non-deterministic system with a set of compacted rules for the sender cell is obtained from
the kP system introduced above and consists of the same graph with the same types, T , and initial
multisets, wa,b, 0 ≤ a ≤ n− 1, 0 ≤ b ≤ m− 1, but with simplified rule sets obtained from R′sender
and R′pulsing, denoted R′′sender and R′′pulsing, respectively, where R′′sender is defined as follows:

R′′sender = {r1 : PLtetO1 geneLuxI→PLtetO1 geneLuxI + rnaLuxI RNAP,
r2 : proteinLuxI→,
r3 : proteinLuxI→proteinLuxI + signal3OC6,
r4 : signal3OC6→signal3OC6 (pulsing),
r5 : signal3OC6→signal3OC6 (sender)}

and R′′pulsing is defined in Table 7 (Appendix).

5 Experiments

5.1 Simulation

The simulation tools have been used to check the temporal evolution of the system and to infer
various information from the simulation results. For a kP system of 5 × 10 components, which
comprises 25 sender cells and 25 pulsing cells, we have observed the production and transmission
of the signalling molecules from the sender cells to the furthest pulsing cell and the production of
the green florescent protein.

FLAME Results. As explained before, in Flame each agent is represented by an X-machine.
When an X-machine reaches its final state, the data is written to the hard disk and then used as
input for the next iteration. Since the volume of data increases with the number of membranes,
the more membranes we have, the more time for reading and writing the data (from or to the hard
disk) is required. Consequently, when the number of membranes is large, the time required by the
read and write operations increases substantially, so the simulation may become infeasible4. For
example, for the pulsing generator system it was difficult to obtain simulation results after 100,000
steps; the execution time for 100,000 steps was approximately one hour.

The signalling molecule signal3OC6 appeared for the first time in the sending cell sender1,1
at the 27th step; after that, it appeared and disappeared many times. In the pulsing cell pulse5,9,
the signalling molecule appeared for the first time at 4963 steps, while proteinGFP was produced
for the first time after 99,667 steps.

The results of the Flame simulation show that the signaling molecules produced in the sending
cells are propagated to the pulsating cells which, in turn, produce proteinGFP. The results of the
simulation are given in Table 1. In 100,000 steps (the maximum number of steps considered for
the Flame simulation), the farthest cell in which proteinGFP was produced was pulse5,9 - this
was produced after 99,667 steps.

4 On the other hand, the distributed architecture of Flame allows the simulation to be run on parallel
supercomputers with great performance improvements, but this is beyond the scope of this paper.
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Table 1: FLAME results.

sender1,1 pulse5,9
Step Interval signal3OC6 signal3OC6 proteinGFP

0 – 10,000 Exist Exist None
10,001 – 20,000 Exist Exist None
20,001 – 30,000 Exist Exist None
30,001 – 40,000 Exist Exist None
40,001 – 50,000 Exist Exist None
50,001 – 60,000 Exist Exist None
60,001 – 70,000 Exist Exist None
70,001 – 80,000 Exist Exist None
80,001 – 90,000 Exist Exist None
90,001 – 99,666 Exist Exist None
99,667 – 100,000 Exist Exist Exist

Table 2: KPWorkbench Simulator results.

sender1,1 pulse5,10
Step Interval signal3OC6 signal3OC6 proteinGFP

0 – 300,000 Exist Exist None
300,001 – 600,000 Exist Exist None
600,001 – 900,000 Exist Exist None
900,001 – 1,200,000 Exist Exist None

1,200,001 – 1,500,000 Exist Exist None
1,500,001 – 1,800,000 Exist Exist None
1,800,001 – 2,100,000 Exist Exist None
2,100,001 – 2,400,000 Exist Exist None
2,400,001 – 2,700,000 Exist Exist Exist
2,700,001 – 3,000,000 Exist Exist None

KPWorkbench Simulator Results. KPWorkbench Simulator is a specialised simulation
tool and provides better results, in terms of execution time, then a general purpose simulation
environment like FLAME. This is mainly due to the fact that this approach makes the simulation
to be performed in a single memory space, that scales according to the number of membranes used
in the model and the number of objects resulting from applying the rules in each simulation step.

Table 2 presents the production and availability of the signaling molecule at the first sender
cell (i.e. sender1,1) and the transmission of the signaling molecule and the production of the green
florescent protein at the furthest pulsing cell (i.e. pulse5,10).

We have run the simulator for 3,000,000 time steps. The sender1,1 cell was able to produce the
signaling molecule at 22 steps, and later produced more signaling molecules. The pulse5,10 cell, as
the furthest pulse generator cell, was able to receive the signaling molecule at the 5474 step. But,
the production of proteinGFP was possible at the 2,476,813 step, and it remained inside the cell
until the 2,476,951 step, then it was consumed.

The simulation results show that the signaling molecule can be produced and transmitted by
a sender cell. In addition, a pulse generator cell can have a signaling molecule only after a sender
cell sends it, and can use the signal for the production of proteinGFP in later steps.
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Table 3: Property patterns used in the verification experiments.

Prop. Informal specification and the corresponding CTL translations

1
X will eventually be produced.

EF X>0

2
The availability/production of X will eventually lead to the production of Y.

AG (X ⇒ EF Y)

3
Y cannot be produced before X is produced.

¬ E (X=0 U Y>0)

5.2 Verification

The properties of the system are verified using the NuSMV model checker, fully integrated into
the KPWorkbench platform. In this section, we first verify individual cell properties, and then
verify the properties of the whole kP system, involving multiple cells that are distributed within
the lattice and interact with each other via the translocation rules.

Our verification results show that when the cell population is small, the properties can be
verified using reasonable computational resources. However, given that the complete rule set is
used, when the number of cell increases, verification becomes no longer feasible due to the state
explosion problem. To mitigate this problem, we have used a simplified rule set to verify the cell
interaction properties when the cell population is large.

Complete Rule Sets. Experiments under this section are conducted on a small population of
multi-cellular systems including the complete set of rules. We have analysed two pulse-generator
systems that differ only in the number of pulse generator cells. The first group consists of one
sender cell and one pulse generator cell, i.e. 1× 2 components, whereas the second group has one
more pulse generator cell, i.e. 1× 3 components.

For our experiments, we use the property patterns provided in Table 3. Table 4 shows the
verification results for the properties given in Table 3 using two different groups. NuSMV has
returned True for all the properties. In the group with 1 × 2 components, we have verified that
the sender cell (sender1) can produce a signalling molecule and transmit it to the pulsing cell
(pulsing1). In addition, the pulse generator cell can use that signal to produce the green florescent
protein (proteinGFP). In the group with 1× 3 components, we have verified similar properties. In
addition, we have verified that the first pulsing cell (pulsing1) can transmit the signalling molecule
to the second pulsing cell (pulsing2).

Reduced Rule Sets. Using a larger sets of components, we want to prove that the signalling
molecules can be transmitted to the furthest pulsing cells. However, when we increase the number
of cells, verification becomes no longer feasible due to the state explosion problem. In order to
achieve the verification results within a reasonable time, we have compacted the rules sets such
that an entire chain of reactions is replaced by a fewer simple rules. Consequently, the overall
number of interactions is reduced and all the species which do not appear in the new set of rules
are removed from the model. These changes are made in the non-deterministic models as these
are used for qualitative analyses where the concentration of certain molecules is not significant or
chain of reaction already analysed can be replaced by some abstractions mimicking their behaviour
through simpler rewriting mechanisms.

Here, we define a group of cells with 1× 5 components, where 1 sender and 4 pulsing cells are
placed in row. For this scenario, we could verify the same properties in Table 4 using the reduced
rule sets (as defined in Section 4.3). In addition, we have verified additional properties to analyse
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Table 4: Verification experiments for the complete rule sets.

Lattice Property X, Y

1× 2

Prop. 1
X = sender1.signal3OC6

X = pulsing1.signal3OC6

Prop. 2
X = pulsing1.signal3OC6, Y = pulsing1.proteinGFP

X = sender1.signal3OC6, Y = pulsing1.proteinGFP

Prop. 3
X = pulsing1.signal3OC6, Y = pulsing1.proteinGFP

X = sender1.signal3OC6, Y = pulsing1.proteinGFP

1× 3

Prop. 1
X = pulsing2.signal3OC6

X = pulsing2.proteinGFP

Prop. 2
X = pulsing1.signal3OC6, Y = pulsing2.proteinGFP

X = sender1.signal3OC6, Y = pulsing2.proteinGFP

Prop. 3
X = pulsing1.signal3OC6, Y = pulsing2.signal3OC6

X = sender1.signal3OC6, Y = pulsing2.signal3OC6

Table 5: Verification experiments for the reduced rule sets.

Lattice Property X, Y

1× 5

Prop. 1
X = pulsing4.signal3OC6

X = pulsing4.proteinGFP

Prop. 2
X = pulsing1.signal3OC6, Y = pulsing4.proteinGFP

X = sender1.signal3OC6, Y = pulsing4.proteinGFP

Prop. 3
X = pulsing3.signal3OC6, Y = pulsing4.signal3OC6

X = pulsing3.signal3OC6, Y = pulsing4.proteinGFP

the other pulsing cells. Table 5 shows these properties, for which NuSMV has returned True.
The verification results show that the sender cell can produce the signalling molecule and transmit
it to the adjacent pulsing cell, and the pulsing cells can use the signalling molecule to produce
proteinGFP and transmit it to the its neighbour pulsing cells.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented two extensions to KPWorkbench: a formal verification tool based
on the NuSMV model checker and a large scale simulation environment using FLAME, a platform
for agent-based modelling on parallel architectures. The use of these two tools for modelling and
analysis of biological systems is illustrated with a pulse generator, a synthetic biology system.
We have provided both the stochastic model as stochastic P systems and the non-deterministic
model as kernel P systems as well as a reduced model. We have also provided both simulation and
verification results, confirming the desired behaviour of the pulse generator system.

The NuSMV tool currently works for a restricted subset of the kP-Lingua language, and we only
consider one execution strategy, the nondeterministic choice. As a future work, we will extend the
compatibility of the tool to cover the full language and the other execution strategies, e.g. sequence
and maximal parallelism. The future work will also involve modeling, simulation and verification
of even more complex biological systems as well as performance comparisons of simulators and
model checking tools integrated within KPWorkbench.
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Algorithm 1 Transforming a kP Systems into Flame algorithm

1: procedure AddTtransition(startState, stopState, strategy, guard)
. procedure adding the appropriate transition strategy to the current agent stack given as parameter

and FLAME function applying rules conforming to execution strategy

. guard is an optional parameter that represents the transition guard
2: if strategy is Sequence then
3: agentTtransitions.Push(startState, stopState, SequenceFunction, guard)

. FLAME function SequenceFunction applies rules in sequentially mode
4: else if strategy is Choice then
5: agentTtransitions.Push(startState, stopState, ChoiceFunction, guard)

. FLAME function ChoiceFunction applies rules in choice mode
6: else if strategy is ArbitraryParallel then
7: agentTtransitions.Push(startState, stopState, ArbitraryParallelFunction, guard)

. FLAME function ArbitraryParallelFunction applies rules in arbitrary parallel mode
8: else if strategy is MaximalParallel then
9: agentTtransitions.Push(startState, stopState, MaximalParallelFunction, guard)

. FLAME function MaximalParallelFunction applies rules in maximal parallel mode
10: end if
11: end procedure
12:

. main algorithm for traforming a kP system into Flame
13:
14: agentsStates.Clear()
15: agentsTtransitions.Clear()

. empty state and transition stacks of agents
16: foreach membrane in kPSystem do

. for each membrane of kP system build corresponding agent, consisting of states and transitions
17: agentStates.Clear()
18: agentTtransitions.Clear()

. empty state and transition stacks of agent that is built for the current membrane
19: agentStates.Push(startState)

. adding the initial state of the X machine
20: agentStates.Push(initializationState)

. adding initialization state
21: agentTtransitions.Push(startState, initializationState)

. adding transition between the initial and initialization states; this transition performs objects
allocation on rules and other initializations

22: foreach strategy in membrane do
. for each strategy of the current membrane the corresponding states and transitions are built

23: previousState = agentStates.Top()
. the last state is stored in a temporary variable

24: if is first strategy and strategy.hasNext() then
. when the strategy is the first of several, state and transition corresponding to the execution

strategy are added
25: agentStates.Push(strategy.Name)
26: AddTtransition(previousState, strategy.Name, strategy)
27: else
28: if not strategy.hasNext() then

. if it is the last strategy, the transition corresponding to the execution strategy is added
29: AddTtransition(previousState, applyChangesState, strategy)
30: else
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Algorithm 1 Transforming a kP Systems into Flame algorithm (continued)

31: agentStates.Push(strategy.Name)
. add corresponding state of the current strategy

32: if strategy.Previous() is Sequence then
. verify that previous strategy is of sequence type

33: AddTtransition(previousState, strategy.Name, strategy, IsApplyAllRules)
. add transition from preceding strategy state to the current strategy state. The guard

is active if all the rules have been applied in the previous strategy transition.
34: agentTtransitions.Push(previousState, applyChangesState, IsNotApplyAllRules)

. add transition from preceding strategy state to state where changes produced by rules
are applied. The guard is active if not all rules have been applied in the previous
strategy transition

35: else
36: AddTtransition(previousState, strategy.Name, strategy)

. add transition from preceding strategy state to the current strategy state
37: agentTtransitions.Push(previousState, applyChangesState, IsApplyStructureRule)

. add transition from preceding state strategy to state in which changes produced by the
applied rules are committed. The guard is active when the structural rule has been
applied on the previous strategy transition

38: end if
39: end if
40: end if
41: end for
42: agentStates.Push(applyChangesState)

. adding state in which changes produced by the applied rules are committed
43: agentTtransitions.Push(applyChangesState, receiveState)

. adding transition on which changes produced by the applied rules are committed
44: agentStates.Push(receiveState)

. add state that receives objects sent by applying the communication rules in other membranes
45: agentTtransitions.Push(receiveState, s0State)

. add transition that receives objects sent by applying the communication rules in other membranes
46: agentStates.Push(s0State)

. add an intermediary state
47: agentTtransitions.Push(s0State, endState, IsNotApplyStructureRule)

. add transition to the final state in which nothing happens unless a structural rule was applied
48: agentTtransitions.Push(s0State, endState, IsApplyStructureRule)

. add the transition to the final state on which structural changes are made if the structure rule has
been applied

49: agentStates.Push(endState)
. add the final state

50: agentsStates.PushAll(agentStates.Content())
. add the contents of the stack that holds the current agent states to the stack that holds the states

of all agents
51: agentsTtransitions.PushAll(agentStates.Content())

. add the contents of the stack that holds the current agent transitions to the stack that holds the
transitions of all agents

52: end for
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Table 6: Multiset rules (Rpulsing) of the SP systems model of the pulsing cell.

Rule
Kinetic
constant

r1 : PluxL geneLuxR
k1→ PluxL geneLuxR + rnaLuxR RNAP k1 = 0.1

r2 : rnaLuxR RNAP
k2→ rnaLuxR k2 = 3.2

r3 : rnaLuxR
k3→ rnaLuxR + proteinLuxR Rib k3 = 0.3

r4 : rnaLuxR
k4→ k4 = 0.04

r5 : proteinLuxR Rib
k5→ proteinLuxR k5 = 3.6

r6 : proteinLuxR
k6→ k6 = 0.075

r7 : proteinLuxR + signal3OC6
k7→ proteinLuxR 3OC6 k7 = 1.0

r8 : proteinLuxR 3OC6
k8→ k8 = 0.0154

r9 : proteinLuxR 3OC6 + proteinLuxR 3OC6
k9→ LuxR2 k9 = 1.0

r10 : LuxR2
k10→ k10 = 0.0154

r11 : LuxR2 + PluxR geneCI
k11→ PluxR LuxR2 geneCI k11 = 1.0

r12 : PluxR LuxR2 geneCI
k12→ LuxR2 + PluxR geneCI k12 = 1.0

r13 : PluxR LuxR2 geneCI
k13→ PluxR LuxR2 geneCI + rnaCI RNAP k13 = 1.4

r14 : rnaCI RNAP
k14→ rnaCI k14 = 3.2

r15 : rnaCI
k15→ rnaCI + proteinCI Rib k15 = 0.3

r16 : rnaCI
k16→ k16 = 0.04

r17 : proteinCI Rib
k17→ proteinCI k17 = 3.6

r18 : proteinCI
k18→ k18 = 0.075

r19 : proteinCI + proteinCI
k19→ CI2 k19 = 1.0

r20 : CI2
k20→ k20 = 0.00554

r21 : LuxR2 + PluxPR geneGFP
k21→ PluxPR LuxR2 geneGFP k21 = 1.0

r22 : PluxPR LuxR2 geneGFP
k22→ LuxR2 + PluxPR geneGFP k22 = 1.0

r23 : LuxR2 + PluxPR CI2 geneGFP
k23→ PluxPR LuxR2 CI2 geneGFP k23 = 1.0

r24 : PluxPR LuxR2 CI2 geneGFP
k24→ LuxR2 + PluxPR CI2 geneGFP k24 = 1.0

r25 : CI2 + PluxPR geneGFP
k25→ PluxPR CI2 geneGFP k25 = 5.0

r26 : PluxPR CI2 geneGFP
k26→ CI2 + PluxPR geneGFP k26 = 0.0000001

r27 : CI2 + PluxPR LuxR2 geneGFP
k27→ PluxPR LuxR2 CI2 geneGFP k27 = 5.0

r28 : PluxPR LuxR2 CI2 geneGFP
k28→ CI2 + PluxPR LuxR2 geneGFP k28 = 0.0000001

r29 : PluxPR LuxR2 geneGFP
k29→ PluxPR LuxR2 geneGFP + rnaGFP RNAP k29 = 4.0

r30 : rnaGFP RNAP
k30→ rnaGFP k30 = 3.36

r31 : rnaGFP
k31→ rnaX + proteinGFP Rib k31 = 0.667

r32 : rnaGFP
k32→ k32 = 0.04

r33 : proteinGFP Rib
k33→ proteinGFP k33 = 3.78

r34 : proteinGFP
k34→ k34 = 0.0667

Table 7: Multiset rules (R′′pulsing) of the kP systems model of the pulsing cell.

Rule

r1 : PluxL geneLuxR → PluxL geneLuxR + rnaLuxR RNAP

r2 : proteinLuxR →
r3 : proteinLuxR + signal3OC6 → proteinLuxR 3OC6

r4 : proteinLuxR 3OC6 →
r5 : proteinLuxR 3OC6 + PluxPR geneGFP → PluxPR LuxR2 geneGFP

r6 : PluxPR LuxR2 geneGFP → PluxPR LuxR2 geneGFP + proteinGFP

r7 : proteinGFP →
r8 : signal3OC6 → signal3OC6 (pulsing)


